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Introduction 

High-gradient accelerators For future e"1 e " linear colliders will require hun
dred* of megawatts of RF peak power per meter of accelerating structure.'" Plots 
of peak aad average power versus frequency'" are shown in Fig. 1 for a proposed 
collider with a gradient of 186 MV/m in each accelerator section, which in 
1 meter long and has a Q.36 cm radius beam aperture. The average power is the 
product of the peak power, fill time and pulse repetition frequency. The fill time 
is the minimum time required to build up the accelerating fields in a section. 
Figure 1 shows that for this fixed beam aperture the average power decreases 
and the peak power increases with frequency, suggesting an optimum in the 10 
to 15 GHz range. For a frequency of 11.4 GHz (four times the present frequency 
at SLAC) each section requires an input power of 533 MW peak. Then, as swn 
in Fig. 2, the relative group velocity ia 0.03 and the fill time in 111 ns. This 
pulse width is considerably narrower than the norma], minimum pulse width 
of conventional modulators used with high peak power klystrons. Most current 
high-power microwave- amplifier developmental projects at SLAC and elsewhere 
envmon pulse lengths of about 1 po and fa)) short of 500 MW peak power as a 
design goal by at least a factor of 2, with one notable exception which is discussed 
in more derail in the conclusion of this paper. Thus, 11F pulse compression is 
a promising technique to enhance the usefulness of these amplifier^. 

Presently SLAC uses a EF pulse compression system called SLED,1" which 
effectively compresses m time a 3,5)» long, 60 MW klystron pulse into a 0.82 ps 
long, 160 MW pulse, to match the 0.82 /» S11 time of the present 2.856 GHz SLAC 
accelerator sections. However, SLED has some- shortcomings. Its maximum 
efficiency of 81% can only he reached at a compression ratio of about 3:1, and 
its efficiency drops off sharply as the compression ratio deviates from 3:1. Also, 
the compressed pulse power varies with time, which reduces the efficiency when 
it is used to fill an accelerator section. 

'Work supported by the Department i>[ Energy, coinrarl DK A £03 76SF005i5. 
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A up* rlor-lror:uf"ietjr (mcrgy compression system, the Miliary Energy Com-
pre^or (IlKC), is being developed at Sl,AC. * which doe-s not have the same 
lo»s iiii-rhatiism* a.-, SLK.I). It consists of an arbitrary number aX stages. Each 
stage, a hybrid followed by a delay line, doubles its peak RF input power and 
halve, itu input pulse length. Thus, the required 11F amplifier peak output 
power (/', lJt) to -i ISKO iM low.-r than the section peak input power \I\,) by a 
factor of 2", and the nipiired UK amplifivr pulse is longer than the section fill 
lime by a fartur of 2"\ where FI is ihe number of UKC stages anil the BBC 
output puis? width ((j) i> .-ho-cn to hi- the •"•ciion fill time {tf) multiplied hy 
{!-/?;), a |groiij> velocity f;niur. The actual HKC power multiplication factor 
(M) i» slightly less thim 2" and the compression factor [Ci], which is approxi
mately the ratio of the 1JRC input pulse lewjih to the compressed pulse length, 
id slightly greater than 2" 

The UKC Is enpeeially suited to high frequencies, at which the accelerator 
section fill time is shorter and at which the lengths of the delay lirnw are rea
sonable. Also, at high frequencies the nearly lossless TEoi mod*, in a relatively 
small diameter, ovrrmoUed, circular waveguide, can be used for the delay liitca, 
which are the energy storage elements of a IJEC. With tuw delay line attenua
tion, M ran approach '£*, and the efficiency of compression (ijpL.) will be limited 
mainly hy the pulse rise and f;ill iinu», The body of this paper 1) discus-ie* the 
theory and some rules for designing a multistage BEC, including it» response 
to nonstandard phase coding, 2) describe* some proof-of-principlc experiments 
with a couple of low power HKCs, 3) presents the design parameters for some 
sample linear collider RF systems that muld pnsnihly use a NEC to advantage 
and '1) outlines in the mnrluMon some planned R&D efforts. In Appendix I some 
BBC ph.L-.e halancing iM-huiipie:> are prescribed, in Appendix 11 a r.imple error 
and liability analysis iM presented and in Appendix III a list of symbols used 
in this paper 1-s given along with their 'k'linttions. 

1H?J(" Theory of Operat ion 

The theory of lUlt" operation perhaps ran best ho ui:deMtocid by looking 
at a 2 stage and th.-i ai a .H-nlase IJBC, a.- shown schematically in KIRS. 3 and 
4, respectively. The hij.',h power input ant' ii'iipin Mf>n.ils at the various stages 
of a HKC will !"• referred lo n term* of tln-ir phages and power amplitiiilrs, 
rather than in terms of I heir phase* and voltages The phase coder modulation 
waveforms are TT1. vultane y>n'i.ib and are reh-rred to in terms of their voltages. 
In order for a HK(* to prodijtr a compressed pulse of width r,. the twn equal, 
KF input signals to the Ur«-l lishiid fH,} must have the rehuivr phages of their 
a#:toriaied voltage.s ĥiTi•••! 1M' ii ir. i fi rth |>etwivii uvu and n radians hy a phase 
roder. according in a vrry specific pattern during a time defined ^ the BBC 
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period ((,,), The number of stages in the SEC and the width of the desired 
output pulses arc related to tp by: tf - Z"t,. Furthermore, th« RF input power 
to the phase coder can be pulse modulated so that it consists of a puis" of width 
(tk), which must be greater than tp. By design the delay time (tj„) oF th" shortest 
and last delay line of an n-stage BEC is equal to t„ which alternately is defined 
as one time bin. Also, each delay line back toward the first is twice as long as 
the previous one. The first delay line has a delay time ((,,,) thai is equal to t p/2. 
Thus, not comcidentafly, tp is the minimum input pulse width required for single 
pulse BEC operation. Multiple pulse BEC operation, which consists of several, 
compressed, output pulses for each RF input pulse, can be of great interest and 
will be discussed further below. 

One practical method of generating the phase coding is to title a phase shift 
keyer (PSK) driven by a TTL signal. The PSK shifts its relative phase length 
rapidly between 0 and *, as the TTL signal logic changes from 0 to 1. Two PSKs 
are required for a phase coder. They may be arranged in strita with oi>e at the 
input of the powej divider and one at the output, as shown in Fig. 3a or with 
both in parallel at the output of the power divider, as shown in Fig. 3b. With the 
series arrangement, the TTL waveform applied to PSK B is the same regardless 
of the number of BEC stages employed, including a one »tagc BEC for which 
PSK A is not required. The series format requires) simpler coding, nnd thus was 
used for the experiments discussed in this paper. The relationship between the 
two codes is A- A1 and D - A'®B' = \A' - B'\. 

For pulsed BEC operation the phase coder is programmed so that each BEC 
stage combines its two inputs at the a output during the first half of the pulse 
and during the second half at the 6 output. The a output passes through a delay 
line so that it then coincides in time with the 6 output. Thus, each. stage Imlvea 
the pulse length and doubles the pulse power. By adding stages and changing 
the modulation accordingly, this can be repeated with as many 3tagca as desired, 
subject to switching time and delay line loss Limitations. 

One method for determining the appropriate phase coding and relative power 
amplitudes and far adjusting the phases and delay times between stages in a 
deductive one that uses the following rules at each hybrid or stage, Since by 
definition the amplitudes, phases and pulse widths are specified at the output, 
the output is a reasonable place to start and work backwards from.'" The input 
power amplitudes to the mtK hybrid of a n-stage BEC are denoted by Aim and 
/bn and the output power amplitudes by Oam and ObtTi1 where m — ],2,.-.n. A 
minus sign represents a relative ohase shift of it radians at\d no sign represents 
a relative phiise (jhift r>f zfro. 
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Rules for HEC operation: 
1. UOLII inputs to Hi, denoted by / o l and / e , t are sot equal to unity, but 

in general ran <llffe?r in phase by is from one time bin to another time 
b"m during a modulation period. 

2. During the last lime bin of the modulation period, both outputs from a 
n-stage BEC arccqm.Hn phase and Om « O t o = M/„i --- M/ f r !. During 
the first (2* -i) time bins of the same modulation period, O a B and O^ 
arc zero. 

3. At any sta((« m, if both equal inputs Iam and r f t w have th« same sign 
(zero relative phase), all the power exits from output a; hence, 0am = 
2/«m ^ 2/*m and O t m .-. 0. 

4. At any stage rn, if both equal inputs t i m and / i m have the opposite 
sign (* relative phase), ail the power exits from output 6; hence. O i m 

- 2lam - 2/t« and 0 . m =. 0. 
5. If there is power at only one input to a hybrid, the power at each 

output is one half of that input power and has the same sign. 
6. The sign of cither output from a hybrid l l n is the samp as that of its 

a input. 
7. O 0, is delayed by 2 B _ 1 time bins by delay line I),, O a 3 is delayed by'iB" 2 

time bins by delay line Dj and so on until I)„ delays Oan by only one 
time bin. 

8. If there IS no phase coding of the input powL>r, the Irailt.nts-
sion characteristics of a n-stagc BBC are its follows. The BEC 
is transparent (no power multiplitatiou) if the number of stages 
is even. The 11KC is a combiner (i.e., a d-ublor at one out
put) if the number of stages is odd. That translate into 0™ — 
^*n -" 'al = h\ for n even and OM 2/ 0j -- 2/JI and 
Oi,x -•* 0 for n odd. 

The six possible input-output conditions or cases for Ub)C operation of a 
hybrid are given in Table 1, which follows from the above rules. The use of these 
rules, directly and/or by referring io Table 1, is illustrated in Tabic* 2. which 
lists the PSK phase coding a.»d the phases and the relative power amplitudes 
at each stage of a 2 stage BEC. It cm easily be >ho\vn thai input power is 
necesnary only during time bins ! through -1 for a 'J stage RB" for single pulse 
operation. This type of tabic is also \w, helpful in undnrniiuiding tlio operation 
of a particular IJIOC wln'ii the input pulsing and, or phasf i-oding is not standard 
or is not optimum. Glitrhcs in a pulse, urwxpocU'd shortening or lengthening 
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Table 1 - The input and output phase &nd relative power 
amplitude relationships for the mtft hybrid of a 
n-stage BEC at reference planes adjusted for 
BEC operation. The minus sign indicates a relative 
phase shift of n radians due to PSK phase coding 
of the input powers. 

Cases 1 2 3 4 6 6 

•am 1 1 -1 •1 0 1 

Iftm 1 -1 1 -1 1 0 

o A m 2 0 0 -2 1/2 1/2 

Ob , 0 2 -2 0 1/2 1/2 

Table 2 • PSK TTL coding with the resulting phases nnd power 
amplitudes in a 2-stagc BEC for CVV inputs with single-period 
PSK phase-coding covering time bins 1 through 4. The minus 
sign indicates a relative phase shift of * radians. 

Time Bin 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

PSK A TTL code 
PSK B TTL code 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
1 

1 
1 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

hi 
hi 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
-1 

•t 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

] 
1 

] 
1 

Oti,hz 
hi 

2 
0 
2 

2 
0 
2 

2 
0 

0 
IV 

2 

0 
-2 
2 

2 
0 
0 

2 
0 
0 

2 
0 
2 

2 
0 
2 

Oa1 
Oviihz 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

• 1 

0 
1 

0 
4 
4 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
a 

1 
I 
0 

I 
1 
1 



of a pulse or unwanted power in simic time bins possibly roiild be tracer) by 
constructing surh a table with viiiiens inputs. The phase toding a.nd relative 
power amplitudes for a 3 stage HM" it, w 4 ) arc shown in Fig. 4 for pulsed 
inpuLs with single-period phase-coding [tt i^J, 

Multiple pulse HKO operation < ait be .irhieved will) the use of an appropriate 
phase coder word or modulation peri"><l (f(J,) equal (o an integral number (t) of 
HKC periods; it., Iv. \tk. Then, if '* < t l, /* will he completely compressed 
into i output puUes of t, duration with e,»rh pulse spaced apart in lime- by 
(2" - 1)/,. For th«? limit of a C"\V 1(1-' input, an infinite train of periodic output 
pukes each of 1* duration is obWm«"d. The phame coder repetition frequency 
[ft) is then equal to l ; / p , i,„ ( p and tt and f, lose their meaning. If there is 
IIP input power to the UV.V. before and after a pha.se coder modulation period, 
outputs of various amplitudes occur in linn; bins other thai) the la.̂ 1 time bin 
of a BKC period (aer rule '„' above)- Table '2 oliows l)m a.*, * result of input 
power during time bins 0 through 8 wuh bins 1 through -1 coded for 2-st!igf\ 
single-period, DEC pulse compression. Finn re ft show:* the n "itionships between 
the pulse periods and the repetition ra'.-s ftir single-period and 2 period phase 
coding. The next section or this paper :.ho%\» in some figures and oscillograms 
very clear examples "f this- traT^parent-toiiihitier transmission HfWt of a BKC 
on uiicodcd inputs, as govern by rule H above. AIMJ, in Appendix 1 U b shown 
how the relative phase shifts between M.i>;en Crin be inlju-.tcl for WY.C operation 
by lining CSV KM*' signals <tl the input of the pKiM1 t odcr. 

E x p e r i m e n t s 

Two, low-power IlrXs were constructed and tested at II-1 <iH*. One used 
1(10 ft and 50 ft WKflO rectangular waveguide delay lines, uiili \'it ,uid 02 ns 
liioe deU\s, respectively llet au'-e oi" ' V high (:i dfl | M ) ft) .|H« nii.ition of these 
delay lines, the first liKC, winch was built with them, hud a M rinse to 1 and as 
surh has little usefulness,, However, ii provided an iiiiti.il demonstration nf the 
viability of 1 , '1 and 3 »ugi' HI-' '-i'-r.tt -nn ,\Kn. sin< e (lie properl ie.* of a de
lay line added to the output of .i sl«»gc nir weli inderstood, the third delay line of 
Fig. 4 was not necessary to illustrate ilw theory of operation "f a 3 stage BKC 
The second experimental J l W used tit) !l long and St) ft icing s W i e d WC281 
circular waveguide delay lines operating in the TEQI mode. Special transitions 
from W0281 to WH'JO were employed u, connect the deU> hnea to WHQG 3 port 
circulators, as shown m the rir< uit of i'ig K The theoretir.il attenuations of the 
i.'ifi ns and 68 tts delay line* are approximately I). l.r> and 0.075 d» , reaperlively. 
The measured total attenuation of ih»* two delay lines including transitions and 
circulators was about I 5 dli, which beg-in. to he interesting since that translates 
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into a M of 2.8 for a 2-stage BEC. The circulators of Fig. 6 would not be part 
of a high-power BEC, but they allowed for a more compact configuration for the 
initial low-power tests. 

Ideal PSK modulation waveforms are shown in Fig. 7 for a 2-stage BEC 
for the two configurations of Fig. 3. The resulting input power and comprised 
output power pulses are shown in theoretical form in Fig. 8. Figure 9 is an os
cillogram or the outputs of a 2 stage BEC. It shews that a 240 ns portion of th« 
CW input has been compressed into a CO na pulse with an amplitude four times 
greater than the CW amplitude (the vertical scale is not linear), thus confirming 
the theoretically predicted behavior. Figure 10 is an oscillogram of the PSK mod
ulation waveforms (TTL voltages) for a 2-stage BEC, expanded to show their rise 
and fall Limes. The output power pulses for Fig. 9 arc showu in Fig. 11, expanded 
to show their rise and fall times, too. Figure 12 shows 2-stage output*, *>uv-eT-
imposed on the same oscillogram, for inputs with and without PSK modulation. 
With modulation two, compressed, 70 ns long, coincident, output pulsus result 
during the fourth time bin of the four time-hin-long (280 ns) input pulses, which 
started slightly to the Irfl of the left edge of the oscillogram. Without modula
tion two, uncompressed, four timc-bin-long, output pulses emerge unmultiplied 
as per rule eight of the previous section. Output a (upper set of traces) is delayed 
three time bttw and output o (loweT set of uarps) » Allayed two time bin*, duo 
to the expected routing through tile 13KC network. Figure 13 shows the PSK 
modulation waveforms for 2- period phasc-fudiiig of a 2-stagc DEC and Fig. 1-1 
shows the resulting output pulses with CW inputs. Figure 15 shows the PSK 
modulation waveforms for rupt!tiiive~period phase-coding of a 2-stage BKC and 
Fig. 16 shows the resulting output pulses with C W inputs. Thus, CW inputs can 
be transformed into repetitive output pulses. The horizontal trac^ •superimposed 
over the pulses of Fig. 16 result from removal of the PSK modulation. 

\iy adding a h> Jiid to the 2-slage DtX uf Fig. 3a and applying 3-stage mod
ulation, a 3-stage-like output results. However, for complete 3-stage operation, 
output a has to be delayed by its pulse length in order to coincide with output 
d, which is what an added Dj delay line wmild do. Phase coding for a S -stage 
DEC is shown in Fig. 17. The theoretical 3 Uagt DEC input and output power 
pulses are shown in Fig. 18. Figure 19 is an oscillogram of the same 3 stage 
BEC output power pulses with single-period phase-coding of a CW input. It 
shows that a 280 ns portion (a single modulation period) of the CW input has 
been compressed into a 35 n.% pulse with a:i amplitude 8 times greater than ei
ther CW input, again confirming the theoretically predicted behavior. It is also 
interesting to not? that the portion of the inputs outside the modulation pe-
>.ijd appear at output a with double the amplitude of one input, and there is 
no output power at output b. This ib explained by rule 8, which states that A 
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3-stagc BEC is a combiner ill the « output for the uncoded portion or the inputs. 
When the pulse coder pulse repetition rale (/ c ) is increased sufficiently, the CW 
inputs are transformed into repetitive pulses at the outputs. This occurs when 
ft = I t'tp or ft ** l/titt for a 3-stage BEC. The repetitive-period PSK mod
ulation waveform* for a 3-stage BEC are shown in Fig. 20, and the repetitive 
pulsus at the outputs are shown in Fig. 21. Figure 22 shows the outputs when 
the input is pulsed, but no phase coding is applied. 

The PSK modulation waveforms are digital words, which can be generated 
by using paralleMo-Herial shift registers. However, for up to n 3 stage BEG, 
the waveforms can be HunmiUid easily by using a, number of laboratory pulse 
generators. In these experiments the TTL waveforms used to drive the PSKs 
were generated by three Berkeley Nuclear Corporation 8010 pulse generators. 

Some other manifestations of rule 8 and the combiner /transparent nature 
of uncoded BEC* are illustrated by a 3-stage DEC, with 2- stage modulation, 
which is a quadrupler followed by a combiner. Figure IS shows repetitive-period, 
2-stage phase coding and Kig. 23 shows the resulting output from Hs, which 
consists of 8 times one input at output a and zero output at output 6. Figure 24 
shows what happens if the phase coder repetition rate is decreased so that l//< 
is greater I hull (,„ the HKC period. 

Linr/ir ('nllirler RF Systems Inrnrporntliij; A. DEC 

Accelerator section parametcra for several possible linear collider designs are 
given in Table 3. silting with a I'lMing of the RF peak power needed to produce 
a given gradient- M Table 4 lists the parameters for the BEC's that could be 
incorporated into the above collider designs in order to derre*se Ihe required 
amplifier peak output power. The MEC parameters are Matr-il to th** <;i*«-tinn 
parameters as f«"fiwa: 

M 

K, = P,..h!; nu , M - O -• '* •••' 2"\ tjm • 2 % " ^ " ' -
s ' r * j 

i 

, A 0.0321 ,„(«.; 
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Table 3 - Accelerator section RF parameters for five sample 
linear collider designs with f, -120 pps. 

Case A fi» a b -. «/ * Pp.//* /w. P F . P» 
No. GHz - cm cm m ns MV/m M W / m kW/m MW kW 

1 11.4 .4 1.16 1.54 IS 125 21 31.5 0.28 472 4.25 

2 11.4 .03 .38 1.07 1 111 1B6 533 6.9 533 6.01 

3 18 .1 .38 0.76 1.8 60 186 700 4.7 1260 6.16 

4 3D .1 .21 0.42 1 30 186 430 1.56 430 1.39 

5 42 .2 .18 0.3 1 16.6 186 565 .00 565 .90 

Table 4 - BEC parameters for the collider designs of Table 3. 
For these examples, it was assumed that t}pc ss 7/8 
and C/ = tkftM = tp/t. = 2*. 

Case n M f. h fy Pak <JI Pg* hi d Arfi 

No. - - ns ns MW kW IIS - m in dB 
1 3 » 7 7* 600 67 4.82 300 .893 80 2.81 0.33 

2 3 RS7 108 864 76 7.88 432 .893 116 2.81 0.48 

3 4 « 1 4 54 864 90 9.33 432 .959 124 2.81 0.24 

4 4 «=14 27 432 31 1.61 216 .947 «2 1.5 0.36 

5 4 « 1 4 13.3 213 40 1.02 106 .973 31 1.5 0.11 

The symbols are defined in Appendix III. In the first cane the present SLC 
1.16 cm radius beam aperture and the 21 MV/m grtvdie.it are maintained, but the 
frequency is increased to 11.4 GHz. This quadrupling of the frequency reduces 
the average power required by a factor of four and reduces the accelerator sec-
tion cavity radius from 4.13 cm to 1.54 cm. However, for a linear collider design 
gradient of 186 MV/m, this long section would have an extremely high peak power 
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require[iitnl and thus Wo inipnwtical. In the second case, which was proposed 
by I'.H. Wilson,1" th" he-am aperture is reduced to 0.38 cm in radius ant) the 
section length is shortened. This then results in a 186 MV/m gradient for the 
about the same peak power as required for the 21 MV/m gradient of ease 1, 
In the third and fourth rases the frequency is increased and eonseqnenly tins av
er age power required per meter is further reduced. In the last case the frequency 
is increased and the aperture is decreased even further, which results in an even 
further reduction in the average power per meter requirement. Also, the higher 
the operating frequency of the HEC the shorter the delay linos become, milking 
the HEC mechanical confirmation simpler, In all the above designs, a UEC stage 
can be eliminated by doubling the Hmplificr peak output power, 

Presently, it is not clear which of several high-power X band amplifiers, that 
are being developed, might best be usul with a DEC enhanced RP system. Cur
rently a 5-cavity, 8.6 GHz, conventional-klystron amplifier, designed to put out 
30 MW peak, is undergoing teats at SI.AC, A 11.43 GHz version may be in 
the offering soon afterwards. Also, the University of Maryland is developing a 
high-power gyroklystron in this frequency range-'*1 

The gyroklystrons have TKm circular guide outputs and therefore could feed a 
TEoi circular waveguide HEC directly. With or without pulse compression, there 
is no point in adapting from a TK«i cimilur to a TEio rectangular waveguide 
and then to a TMQJ accelerator waveguide. A tlieon-tical design far a tranHition 
from a 'TV.ui circular waveguide to the TM,M circular accelerating guide has been 
developed.' If the di^lancc between an amplifier and an accelerator section is 
more than a few meters, then a TKoi circular waveguide RF distribution system is 
recommended, because there is a significant attenuation in rectangular wavcgiiinV 
at high frequencies. For instance, at IK (illz the attenuation in WUG2 rectan
gular waveguide is 0,15 dll.'ui as compared to 0.002 dll/m in WC'JM circular 
waveguide. 

Another feature of a UEC enhanced KF system, as touched upon earlier in 
Una paper, is its ability n> umiprt'ss u long pulse into a number of shorter pulses, 
as shown in Figs. 5 and 2h. This feature can be used advantageou.'ly because 
in general the klystron pulse rise time is greater than the compressed pulse rise 
time. For the SLAC 5045 klystron the RF pulse rise time is 1 ps and the 0 to n 
RF phase transition lakes lens than 01 n$. Tins, it is more efficient to increase 
the pulse repetition rate by using an amplifier output pulse that is several times 
Louse, r Lhau t p , ta.tlws V.U«n by maeasmR the number at amplifier pulses. The 
effective repetition rate (/,,) is then increased !>y a factor of i or frt " *A-

ui 
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Of course, it is possible to try to develop an amplifier whose peak output 
power Is equal to the peak jiowcr required by an accelerator section. Currently, 
a SLAC-LLL collaboration is experimenting with a rclativistic klystron, which 
has of a conventional, 5-cavity, X-band klystron, body and a gun. consisting of 
a megawatt induction linac injector. The gun accelerating voltage is produced 
by a series of induction modules that are drivun by saturable reactor circuits. 
The resulting ultrashort (approximately 50 ns long), pulsed, multikiloamperc 
beam is passed through focussing coils and on into the klystron body. In genera), 
higher voltages, such as expected for a rclativistic klystron, should not necessarily 
result in abrupt breakdown; however, the fault rate may be greater. Experience 
will tell at what level fields can exist in the output cavities of a heavily beam-
loaded rclativistic klystron. If lower than the dfiairod limitations exist on the peak 
output power of a klywtron or other type of microwave amplifier, then perhaps 
a BEC could step in and boost the level of a longer, lower jjcajt-power pulse as 
needed. Abo, it will be interesting to see what sort of phase and amplitude sta
bility limitations exist with a relativislic klystron with such a short pulse, which 
is comparable to the klystron cavity filling times. In the end the choice between 
amplification followed by RF pulse compression and direct amplification should 
depend on the overall efficiency, the stability, the reliability and the cost of the 
competing RF systems. 

Conclusions and Future IMann 

The two low-power tests described above confirmed the basic BEC theory 
and demonstrated its feasibility with available hardware. The results of an sim
ple analysis of the amplitude and phase sensitivities for a BEC are given in Ap
pendix II, and the lab experiments bore out what the calculations in Appendix 
II indicate; i.e., th>it : 10" phase and ± 0.2 dfj power imbalances make only 
small differences ' - the M uf a BEC. There was no noticeable difference in the 
outputs after several days of unattended UEC operation. Concerns about mode 
conversion losses and resonances in the delay lines due to transition mismatches 
were not bom out in the circular waveguide tests, Circulators were used with the 
delay lines, because the r£ 0 i hybrids which were suitable Tor high power were 
still on order. The next step is to build and test a BEC that can operate at high 
power. A design, which incorporates two WC28I U-bends, straight lengths of 
WC281 waveguide as delay lines, two WR90 to WC281 transitions, some WR90 
elbows and two high-power 3dB hybrids with the a ports in WC281 and the b 
ports in WHM, is shown in Fig- 26. A definitive teat of a high-power BEC must 
incorporate two high-power microwave Ejnplifiers Kd and Kb, as shown in the 
same figure. 
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To simplify the construction of a high-power BEC, the following topics merit 
investigation in a program of continued BEC development: 

1. Loaded TEQI delay ttnus. 
1. Two-mode transmission delay lines. 
3. Riblcl type TEQI hybrids for delay lines, 
4. Bending of delay lines with tightly coupled cavities. 
5. A digital word generator with parallel to serial shift registers to drive the 

PSKs. 

APPENDIX I 
Phase Balancing a 2-utage and a 3-stagc BEC 

For an actual BEC circuit, Lhe phases of the connecting tines between stages 
must be adjusted properly. For this purpose the fiducial phase shifters, fa and 
4>t in Fig. 3a, of a 2-stage BEC can be set using the following procedure with a 
CW RF signal applied to the input of the phase coder; 

1. Disconnect input /M, apply a TTL zero to PSK A and adjust $\ for zero 
output at Otj. 

2. Reconnect Ibl ar.d apply a TTL zero to PSK A and a TTL one to PSK B. 
Adjust fa fn; zero output at. 0 j 3 . 

The fiducial phase shifters, fa,4>\ and ^ in Fig. 4, of a 3-stage BBC can be 
set using the following procedure with a CW RF signal applied to the input of 
the phase coder: 

1. Apply a TTL zero to bath PSK A and PSK 13 and adjust fa {fa is inside 
the phase coder of Fig. 4) fnr zi-ro output at OJI. 

2. Continue with a TTL asiiro on both PSKs A and B. The setting of <j>\ is now 
of no consequence, since after the above adjustment there is zero input at 
hi' Adjust fa for zero output at Ot3. 

3. It remains tn set f>i, wiu»h cm be done either by disconnecting one of 
the inputs to 111 or by app ( J .• i stage modulation, as shown in Fig. T. 
In either case adjtiHt 6\ for zero output at O^. 

APPENDIX II 
PhaBc and Amplitude SnnsitiviticB within a BEC 

It can be shown that, if the relative phase of the unity amplitude inputs 
U and A differ from the properly adjusted BEC phase by Afl radians then Hie 
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output powers are not 2 and zero, but 

O * - 2 - ( A 0 ) V 2 and 0b = (&8)2/2. (1) 

It can also be shown that, if the relative amplitudes of the inputs to a hybrid 
differ by 6\ whew 6 = 1 - y/hlU* then 

Oa = 2~62/4 and O t = 62/i. (2) 

The change in phase length in degrees of phase (D$) of tfclay line D m , as a function 
of a change in the operating frequency (A/) and a change in the temperature of 
the line (AT), is given by: 

A * „ f » = MOWns) A/(GHi) + SOTftCF-VfGHzJ^nsjATCF), (3) 

where t i n is the delay time of delay line D m . If / = 11.4 GHz, l« = 140 m (the 
longest delay line used in the above tests) and a for copper = 9.4^10 - 6/°F), 
Eq- (3) becomes: 

A0, (V) = 80A/(MHx) + 5,4 AT(CF). (4) 

Referring back to Eq- (1), a A0 in Di of ± 5.7°£ causes O a to drop by 1/2%. 
This implies the following nonstringent conditions: A / / / < 10 - 6 or AT < 1.1°F. 
However, the requirements on the pulse-to-pulse phase and amplitude stability 
of the RF into each accelerator section and thus relative to the beam is more 
stringent. Phase and amplitude detectors at each of the two outputs of each 
BEC could stabilize those phases and amplitudes via low power attenuators and 
phase shifters at the amplifier inputs during the appropiate time bins. Thus, 
some combination of feedback circuits (similar to those required without a BEC) 
and moderately well-stablized circuit components should easily provide adequate 
control over the phase and amplitude of the outputs of a BEC supplemented RF 
system. 

APPENDIX i n 
A List of Symbols and tbelr Definitions 

a the radius of the accelerator section beam aperature (cm) 
o one of the inputs or outputs of the mtK BEC hybrid 
Ajn, the attenuation of the mth delay line of a n-stage BEC, 

assuming circular waveguide operating in the 7'Ecu mode (dB) 
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a thermal expairaion coefficient (cm-cm"1 •• F~') 
b the inside radius of the accelerator section cavities (cm) 
b the other input or output of the mth BEC hybrid 
/?j accelerator section relative group velocity 
09i delay line relative group velocity 
Cy pulse width compression factor 
d delay line diameter (in) 
Dm the m (* RF energy storage delay line 
ijpt compression efficiency 
Ea, accelerator section accelerating gradient (MV/m) 
ft phase coder repetition frequency (Hz, pps) 
f0 operating frequency (MH2, GHz) 
/ , RF pulse repetition frequency (Hz, pps) 
fft effective RF pulse repetition frequency for multiple period phase coding (Hi, pps) 
ltm m,h BBC hybrid 
7p( compression efficiency 
i number of compressed pulses or BEC periods during & RF pulse 
I BEC hybrid input power amplitude 
ldm length of the mtk energy storage delay line (m) 
t4 accelerator section length (m) 
X free space wavelength (cm) 
Ajj guide wavelength of a delay line (cm) 
m mth BEC Btage 
M power amplitude multiplication factor 
n number of BEC stages 
O BEC hybrid output power amplitude 
P s , average power into sin accelerator section (kW) 
Pak amplifier average power output (kW) 
Pp4 amplifier peak power output (MW) 
Ppt peak power into an accelerator section (MW) 
T temperature (°F) 
ijim time delay of the m t h energy storage delay line (na) 
tf section fill time (ns) 
tt klystron pulse width (ns) 
fp BEC period (ns) 
t, compressed pulse width (ns) 
tw phase coder word duration or modulation period (ns) 
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Fig. 1 

Linear accelerator section average power (Pc) and peak power (P?) require* 
merits venue design frequency (/„). This plot U for a 1 meter long, 2ir/2 
mode, constant-impedance, disk-loaded structure with a gradient of 186 
MV/m, a fixed 0.38 cm radius beam aperture and a cavity radius scaled 
as a function of frequency. The average power is calculated for a RP pulse 
repetition rate (/-) of 120 pps. 
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Fig. 2 
Accelerator section relative group velocity [09) and 811 time {t.) versus 
design frequency (/*) for the same design parameter constraints as in Fig. 1. 
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A 2-stage BEC with series and parattti connected PSKs. 
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(a) Single-period operation. 
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Fig. 5 

The pulsed FF input power amplitude to input c of Hi of a U-stage DEC, 
with the phase coding shown for: a) single-period operation and b) 2-period 
(i = 2) operation. If h = l / i w and the input signals to the phase coder 
brc CW, the CW Inputtt are transformed rompletuly into equally a paced 
output pulses with a repetition frequency of I ftp. 
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Fig. 6 
Schematic of a 2-stage BEG laboratory demonstration set-up using circu
lators (C) and shorted lengths of WC281 circular waveguide for the two 
delay line* (Di and D 3), An adapter (A) from WR90 to WC281 waveguide 
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Fig. 8 
Theoretic*! 2-«tage BEC input ind output powers. The solid lines indicate 
CW Input power *nd the dashed lines indicate one modulation period Tor 
2-stage BEC operation. The duhed lines follow the solid where only one 
is shown. 



Fig. 9 

Oscillogram of the outputs of a 2-atage ItEC for GVV inputs with single-
period phase-coding. Horizontal scale; 100 ns/div. 
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Fig- 10 

Oscillogram of the TTL, phase-coding, vo!taj;r> waveforms to the PSKs of a 
2-stagfl BEC, expanded to show their rise and fall times. Horizontal scale: 
20 ns/div. 
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Fig. 11 
Oscillogram of the output power pabes of a 2-stage DEC for pulsed inputs 
with single-period phase-coding, expanded to show the rise and fall times, 
Homontal scale: 20 ns/div. 
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Fig. 12 
Oscillogram of superimposed outputs of a 2-aUge BEC for pulsed inputs 
with single-period phase-coding (higher, narrower pulses) and for pulsed 
inputs without PSK modulation (lower, wider pulses). Horizontal scale: 50 
nB/div, 
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Fig. 13 
Oscillogram of the PSK modulation waveforms for & 2 stage BEC for 
2-period phase-coding. Horizontal scale: 100 nfi/div. 
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Fig. 14 
Oscillogram of the outputs of a. 2-stage BE*: fur ( W iiiiMits with 2 period 
phase-coding, Horizontal scale: 100 ns/div. 
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Fig. 15 
Oscillogram, of the PSK modulation waveforms for a 2-stage BBC for 
repetitive-period phase-coding. Horizontal scale: 100 ns/div. 
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Fig. 16 
Oscillogram of the outputs of a 2-stage BEC for CW inputs with repetitive-
period phase-coding or no coding (straight horizontal traces). Repetitive-
period phase-coding results in the maximum possible repetition rate, which 
for a 2-stage BEC corresponds to a 25% duty cycle at the output. Hori
zontal scale: 100 ns/div. 
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Fig. 17 

Phase coding for a 3-atage BEC. PSK A and PSK A & B phase modulate 
the inputs /«i and In, respectively, and are applicable for the configuration 
of Pig. 3a with the addition of a H3 and a Da. 
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Fig. 18 

Theoretical 3-etage BBC (minus a D 3) input and output powers. The solid 
lines indicate C W input power and the dashed lines indicate one modulation 
period for 3-stage BEC operation. The dashed Jtnea follow the solid where 
only one is shown. If a Dj is added, O r t shifts to the right one time bin. 
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Fig. 19 
Oscillogram of the outputs of a 3 suge BEC (minus a D3) for CW inputs 
with single-period phase-coding. Horizontal scale: 50 ns/div. 
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Fig. 20 
Oscillogram of the PSK modulation waveforms for a 3-Magi* BEC for 
repetitive-period phase-coding. Horizoitt.il scale: 50 ns/»!iw 
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Fig. 21 
Oscillogram of the outputs of a 3-stage BEC for C W inputs with repetitive-
period phase-coding. Horizontal scale: 50 ns/div, 
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Fig. 22 
Oscillogram or the outputs of a 3 stage BEC for pulsed inputs without PSK 
modulation. Horizontal scale; 50 ns/div. 
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Fig. 23 
Oscillogram of the outputs of a 3-stage BEC for CW inputs with 
2-stage BEC repetitive-period phase-coding. Horizontal scale: 
100 ns/div. 
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r- j . 24 
Oscillogram of the outputs of a a-sta^o BEC f-.r CW inputs with 
2-staRe BEC iricreasod-ri-pfiitivi-porioil phasf-codiiiR. Horizontal scale: 
100 ns/div. 
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Fig. 25 

A klystron output pulse and a 3-period, compressed, pulse train out of a 
BEC fed by the same klystron output pulse. 
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Fig. 26 

A Wgh-pcww.S-siage EEC. 


